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HOW CAN WE INVOLVE ALL OUR STUDENTS IN EXPERIENTIAL

LEARNING? ONE ANSWER, SAYS VENKATESH LS, IS THROUGH

TECHNOLOGY IN A FRAMEWORK THAT COMBINES TEACHERS'

TECHNOLOGICAL, PEDAGOGICAL AND CONTENT KNOWLEDGE - AKA

TPACK - WITH ROBERT GAGNE'S COGNITIVE INSTRUCTIONAL EVENTS.

Tell me and I'll forget; show me and I may
remember; involve me and I'll understand.
This ancient Chinese proverb has probably

been used more than any other to emphasise
the importance of experiential learning.

It's beyond question that most teachers
and students around the world agree that

experiential learning is not only most effec-

tive for acquiring but also for retaining new
knowledge or skills. There is still a ques-
tion, though, and the question is this: how
do we apply this ancient wisdom in today's

world where the challenges of teaching and

learning are compounded by diversity in
culture, language, ethnic groups, religious

practices, learning styles, history, socioeco-
nomic backgrounds and the unprecedented

scale of change we experience today? With
so much diversity, how can we involve all
our students in experiential learning?
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There are no easy answers, but one possi-
ble solution is to explore the use of technol-
ogy to enable experiential learning, given

that teehnology has effectively proliferated,
notwithstanding this diversity and if in une-
qual measure, across geographies.

Research has shown that content knowl-

edge or knowledge of the subject and peda-
gogical knowledge or knowledge of the
teaching process explain why some teachers
are more effective than others. Faced with

an exploding number of aspiring students,
the difficulty is in finding sufficient num-
bers of teachers with the appropriate con-
tent knowledge and pedagogical knowledge.
One way to address that is by using technol-
ogy that is successfully integrated into the

teaching-learning process.
The key to successfully integrating tech-

nology into the teaching-learning process,

say researchers Matthew Koehler and
Punya Mishra of Michigan State Univer-
sity in the United States, is the framework
you use. Koehler and Mishra have con-
ceptualised a framework they've called
'TPACK,' shown in Figure 1. The TPACK
framework - TPACK stands for 'techno-

logical, pedagogical and content knowl-
edge' - con figures the essential qualities
of knowledge required by teachers for
technology integration in their teaching
in terms of technological, pedagogical and

content knowledge.
Robert Gagne, in The Conditions of

Learning published in 1965, elucidated

the various cognitive events in the instruc-
tional process. Gagne's theory identifies
nine sequential events grouped thus: pre-
paring for learning; acquisition and per-
formance; and transfer of learning. Table

1 attempts to bring into play the practi-
cal application of the TPACK framework
in the instructional process postulated
by Gagne, affirming the application of
Gagne's instructional events within the
modern context of TPACK for maximis-

ing learning effectiveness.
Expert teachers apply the TPACK

framework to dramatically alter the par-

ticipation of students by methodically
combining their technological, pedagogi-
cal and content knowledge to understand
and cater to their students' visual, audi-

tory and kinaesthetic learning styles. The
improved interaction in the classroom
results in improved learning for students

and improved retention.
Given the increasing use of technology

in teaching and learning, now and into the
future, it is imperative that teachers under-
stand the role of technology and acquire
the requisite skills to use it and blend it

seamlessly into their teaching. It's vital that
education boards, universities and teacher
training institutes adapt their teacher train-
ing curriculum to meet the demands of

21st-century education. il
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Lessons from the Jordan
Education Initiative study

The Jordan Education Initiative (JEI) com-
missioned a study of Al-Shifaa Bint Ouf
School in Amman, Jordan, a school with
32 teachers catering to 720 underprivileged
girls in seventh to twelfth grades in 2009,
a year after the introduction of interac-
tive whiteboards (IWBs) in five Discovery
Schools. Al-Shifaa Bint Ouf School oper-
ated four computer labs hosting 80 comput-
ers and had four IWBs.

The JEI study sought to identify the
functions that IWBs serve within teach-
ers' pedagogical practices and the impact
of the technology on the teaching-learning
process. The results, published in SMART
Interactive White Board Utilization in
Al-Shifaa Bint Ouf School by JEI, clearly
demonstrate that students are enthusiastic
about and eager to attend lessons delivered
in a technology-enabled classroom with
IWBs, with 91 per cent showing greater
interest in learning, and 86 per cent agree-
ing that using an IWB motivates them to
participate. More than 80 per cent reported
that IWBs encourage teachers to use a
variety of media and visuals to illustrate
complex concepts, while more than 70 per
cent felt that working in teams, presenting
to classmates and participation is gener-
ally encouraged in a technology enabled
classroom.

The results have prompted the school to
establish a community of practice where
training in the use of IWBs is held at the
beginning of each semester and teachers
are able to attend the technology-enabled
classes of other teachers. D
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Figure 1: The TPACK framework
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Table 1: Robert Gagne's instructional events in relation to the TPACK framework.
Adapted from http:\\tpack.org

Gagne's Instructional Events TPACK in Play

Technology Pedagogy Content

Preparing for learning: gain PC, Power Point, Ask students at Set learning objectives
attention, inform objectives, Interactive whiteboard random to explain and create lesson
and stimulate recall of prior or a blackboard concepts learnt in a plans with a thorough
knowledge previous session. understanding of the

subject matter.

Acquisition and performance: Multimedia content. Explain the concepts. Teacher is able to
present stimulus material,

Internet resources Ask 2-3 students to
answer subject-related

provide learner guidance,
such as YouTube or come-up to the IWB

questions posed by
elicit performance and provide students.
feedback other videos and demonstrate their

Virtual labs
learning When students get it

Computer lab with an Intervene as required
wrong, teacher is able
to reason why and

interactive platform to explain concepts explain what is right.
(classroom control using various features
system) for teacher- of IWB-zooming,
student interaction highlighting,
and student-student colouring etc
collaboration
facilitating peer-peer
learning.

Tablets

Transfer of learning: assess Clicker response pads Assess the overall Teacher knows what
performance and enhance

Online quizzes
knowledge acquisition questions to ask to

retention and transfer process in the dass using assess the class.
Tablets clickers or conducting

Teacher has advanced
Classroom control

a quick quiz if in a
knowledge to engagecomputer lab.

system the top rung of the
Provide advanced class.
group or individual
activities to quick
learners and engage
the middle rung with
another session to
reinforce concepts and
clarify doubts.
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